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Abstract
In this technical report we present an architectural style built as part of our work that represents
web service based software architectures adhering to the minimum specification to be considered a web
service. The style is described using ACME & Armani. Additionally, We also present here an example
instantiation of the style into a specific application system case study.
1 Introduction
This technical report aims at introducing the description of an architectural style associated with web
services based software architectures, adhering to the minimum specification of web services.
Architectural styles, we believe, can guide an architect when building a component intended to be part
of a larger system of possibly already existing components. They achieve this in three ways. Firstly they
define a vocabulary of elements that one would expect to find in a system of that style. These names
used in this vocabulary give the components and connectors an implied semantics, for example stating
that a component in a “client - server” style system is a server can give an idea of its expected behaviour.
Secondly styles can define properties for the types in the vocabulary. In defining the properties the style
provides a framework of potentially important meta-data about the elements in the architecture that can
help a non-expert to design a system. Finally architectural styles also provide analysis rules that are used
by the architecture design environment to check that the composed system of components and connectors
meet the requirements of the style description. The rules can vary in their intent from checking that a single
property is populated to analysing gross emergent properties such as the maximum throughput a system
may offer.
Styles and architecture descriptions are codified using Architecture Description Languages (ADLs).
In this case we use ACME 1 developed by the ABLE group2. This ADL provides support for defining
architectural elements and properties and uses the predicate language Armani [Mon01] to describe the
analysis rules. We describe the style and its rules using the ACME Studio tool.
We exemplify the creation of an instance of this style by means of a case study. This specific application
software system architecture is described in ACME Studio making use of our defined style. ACME Studio
then handles the execution of the analysis described in the style.
1http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜acme/
2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜able/
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2 Architectural Style
We now present the description of the style in its ACME & Armani form. This is comprised of the definition
of the relevant components, connectors, ports, roles, and valid configuration rules. We first present the port
types and data structures they use, followed by the component types then the single connector type. Finally
we present the configuration rules. Note that there are no specialised roles in this style, so the default
ACME roles with no explicit properties or rules are used.
The style description is included in its entirety at the end of Section 2. Any references to it will include
line numbers to aid the reader.
2.1 Ports and Data Structures
The ports in this style contain all the properties required by the style. ACME supports inheritance between
types so most of the properties are found in a PortTWS Common type, with PortTWS Service and
PortTWS Client extending and specialising from it, lines 220 - 290. The definitions of the data types
used by the properties can be found in lines 6 - 50.
PortTWS Common starts with an EndPointList property. End points are defined in WSDL and
define the URI and message packaging protocol used by a port. A port may have more than one end point.
This property, as with all those that do not have predefined values by the style, has an Armani rule to check
that it is populated, which is considered to be a requirement for a system to be compliant with the style.
Next in the PortTWS Common definition we have the three properties that embody the message ex-
change pattern characteristics of a port. First we have InOurControlDomain, which determines if
“we” have administrative control over a port and therefore it may be possible to alter its definition. This is
vital to the rules defined in the connector that check compatibility of the message exchange patterns of two
connected ports. This property uses a SafeBoolean type we defined due to not being able to confirm if
a property using the native boolean type has been populated by the architect.
The MessageExchangePatterns property represents the actual messages, their order and di-
rection expected by this port. It is represented by a data type messagePatterns, which is a set of
validExchange. A validExchange represents one complete path through the message exchange
pattern as a sequence of message. Finally, a message is a record consisting of a string token represent-
ing the message name or syntax and a direction token that shows if the message is outbound or inbound
from the point of view of the port that sends the first message. Thus we can completely describe the messag-
ing behaviour expected by a port in a way that allows for message definitions to be refined as development
continues.
In PortTWS Common we also have SendsFirstMessage, a SafeBoolean type where we de-
fine if a port sends the first message in the pattern or expects to receive it.
The definition of PortTWS Client comes next. This port is identical to PortTWS Common except
that it declares itself in property InInterface to be part of the client interface. There is no requirement
for client interfaces to be publicised [GG08] so it needs no other properties.
Finally, we define PortTWS Service that also extends PortTWS Common. The service interface
is required to be published so we have two additional properties here. EndPointAddressList stores
a set of strings representing the address of that port. There are two rules associated with it, the first checks
that the list is populated and the second checks there is one address for each end point offered by the port.
The second property WsdlDocRefs is where the location of any WSDL documents that include this port
are stored. This is not a functional property of the port, but, since it is required in SOAs that service ports
be discoverable, this property has been included in the style.
2.2 Components
There are four types of components declared in the style, none of which have properties of their own
but contain rules relating to the port types they can have, lines 72 - 126. The CompTWSCommon comes
first and neither has any properties nor rules, but it has been included as a place holder as future de-
velopments of this work may utilise it. The three types, CompTWSClient, CompTWSService and
CompTWSIntermediary that extend CompTWSCommon all have a similar structure so are explained
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together. CompTWSClient represents a client component that only consumes services and thus its rules
only allow it to have PortTWSClient type ports. CompTWSService represents a service provider and
so its rules only allow it to have PortTWSService type ports. The third type CompTWSIntermediary
represents a brokerage type component that offers services to some components while consuming services
of others.
2.3 Connector
The style defines a single connector type CompTWSCommon that is shown in lines 129 - 218. The connector
has no explicit properties of its own but it contains rules that make it the loci of mismatch detection. The
first of these rules asserts that the connector may only have two roles, this is to embody web service
connections being point to point in nature. The second rule is a check that two connected ports have end
points that have at least one matching pair of end point protocols. The final two rules check that one of the
connected ports expects to send the first message and the other expects to receive the first message.
The final two rules are concerned with checking the compatibility of the message exchange patterns of
the two connected ports. The first rule is defined as a heuristic and the second is defined as an invariant,
as all the other rules in the style are. This does not affect how they are evaluated but instead determines
how a failure of a rule is displayed. When an invariant rule evaluates to false a red warning triangle is
displayed over the component or connector in question. However, when a heuristic rule is failed then a
yellow warning is given, indicating that a potentially less significant rule has been broken.
The message exchange pattern rules are based upon there being three possible outcomes of comparing
the patterns of two connected ports. Remembering that a message exchange pattern is described using a
set of valid exchanges, we define the first outcome, a complete match, as existing when the set of valid
exchanges of one port is identical to that of the other. We can then also say that when the sets of valid
exchanges are disjoint then we have a mismatch. However, as we describe on a related work [GG08], there
are situations where one message exchange pattern may be a partial match for another. We can now define
two conditions for a partial match to exist, they are:
• one set of valid exchanges must be a proper subset of the other; and
• the port with the superset must be within “our” domain of control so “we” may reduce its set of valid
exchanges to match that of the other port3.
The two rules are constructed such that only one of them can fail on any one connector. So if the
message exchange patterns completely match then neither rule will fail, if the conditions for a partial
match are found then the heuristic rule will fail. Finally, if neither a complete match nor a partial match is
found then the invariant will fail. In this way we are able to flag either a partial match or a mismatch being
found and provide a visual clue to the architect regarding the degree of problem to be solved.
2.4 Configuration Rules
Finally we come to the rules that govern the configuration of the system. There are no constraints at all on
the topology of a system of web services [GG08], however the web service style components will expect
to connect to other web service style components. Also this style is aimed only at detecting mismatches
between web services and may give false positives / negatives if other types of components are introduced.
So two rules are defined, lines 149 - 177 and 179 - 204. The first states that all components found in a system
of this style must satisfy the requirement to be of one of the three component types CompTWSClient,
CompTWSService or CompTWSIntermediary. The second rule checks that all connectors in the
system must satisfy the single connector type in the style, CompTWSCommon, without which no mismatch
detection will take place.
3The decision about whether this is possible or not must lie with the architect as understanding the implications of implementing
the reduction in behaviour is outside the scope of this style.
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2.5 Complete Style Description
1 Family ws_minimal_3 = {
2 // Below are the custom types used in this style, the syntax does not allow them
3 // to be defined in the connectors where the properties based upon them are
4 // instantiated
5
6 //This represents a set of strings which are intended to hold valid URIs to valid
7 // WSDL documents
8 Property Type WsdlDocs = Set{string};
9
10 // A safe boolean type property. This allows us to check that a user has
11 // populated it unlike a boolean, which if not initialised defaults to returning
12 //true when queried.
13 Property Type SafeBoolean = Enum { Yes, No };
14
15 // Defines the set of legal soap versions as tokens, which are utilised in the
16 // EndPoint type
17 Property Type legalSoapVersions = Enum { SOAP1_1, SOAP1_2 };
18
19 // Defines the set of legal transport protocols as tokens, this set is in no way
20 // complete. The set is utilised in the TransportProtocols set
21 Property Type legalTransportProtocols = Enum { HTTP1_0, HTTP1_1 };
22
23 Property Type EndPoint = Record [
24 Transport : legalTransportProtocols;
25 Encoding : legalSoapVersions;
26 ];
27
28 Property Type EndPoints = Set{EndPoint};
29
30 Property Type EndPointAddresses = Set{string};
31
32 //The definition of a "message" type, a "validExchange" type and a
33 // "messagePatterns" type, which can be used to define, using tokens, the
34 // message exchanges a port can accept. The message is weakly defined as a token
35 // representing the syntax of the message (ST) and a token representing its
36 // direction (in, out), the direction is always defined from the point of view
37 // of the port initiating the message exchange. i.e. the first message in a
38 // valid exchange will always have DT = "out"
39 Property Type message = Record [
40 ST : string;
41 DT : string;
42 ];
43
44 Property Type validExchange = Sequence<message>;
45
46 Property Type messagePatterns = Set{validExchange};
47
48 // An enumerated type to distinguish ports which are intended to be part of the
49 // client interface of a component, or its service interface.
50 Property Type Interfaces = Enum { Client, Service };
51
52 // ***Below are the configuration rules***
53
54 // Checks that all components in the system satisfy the requirements of being a
55 // web service
56 invariant Forall comp : component in self.Components |
57 satisfiesType(comp, CompTWSClient) OR
58 satisfiesType(comp, CompTWSService) OR
59 satisfiesType(comp, CompTWSIntermediary)
60 <<label : string = "All components are WSClients, WSServices or WSIntermediarys";
61 errMsg : string = "Style only permits WSClient, WSService and WSIntermediary
62 type components";>>;
63
64 // Checks that all connectors in the system satisfy the requirements of being a
65 // web service type
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66 invariant Forall conn : connector in self.connectors |
67 satisfiesType(conn, ConnTWS)
68 <<label : string = "All Connectors are WS type";
69 errMsg : string = "Either a non web service connector has been used or a
70 connection has been made which breaks one or more rules";>>;
71
72 // *** Below are the component types***
73
74 Component Type CompTWSCommon = {
75 }
76
77 Component Type CompTWSClient extends CompTWSCommon with {
78 // Rule checking all associated ports conform to the Client port type
79 invariant Forall p : port in self.Ports |
80 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSClient)
81 <<label : string = "External ports are all Client type";
82 errMsg : string = "Only client type ports are allowed";>>;
83
84 // rule checking the component has at least one port
85 invariant size(self.ports) > 0
86 <<label : string = "Component has at least one port";
87 errMsg : string = "Component should have at least one port";>>;
88
89 }
90
91
92 Component Type CompTWSService extends CompTWSCommon with {
93 // Rule checking all associated ports conform to the Service port type
94 invariant Forall p : port in self.Ports |
95 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSService)
96 <<label : string = "External ports are all Service type";
97 errMsg : string = "Only service type ports are allowed";>>;
98
99 // rule checking the component has at least one port
100 invariant size(self.ports) > 0
101 <<label : string = "Component has at least one port";
102 errMsg : string = "Component should have at least one port";>>;
103
104 }
105
106
107 //
108 Component Type CompTWSIntermediary extends CompTWSCommon with {
109 // Rule checking all associated ports conform to the Client or Service type
110 invariant Forall p : port in self.Ports |
111 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSClient) OR
112 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSService)
113 <<label : string = "External ports are of the web service type";
114 errMsg : string = "Only WebService type ports are allowed";>>;
115
116 // rules checking the component has at least one client port and one service
117 // port
118 invariant Exists p : port in self.Ports |
119 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSClient)
120 <<label : string = "Component has at least one client type port";
121 errMsg : string = "Component must have at least one client type port";>>;
122
123 invariant Exists p : port in self.Ports |
124 satisfiesType(p, PortTWSService)
125 <<label : string = "Component has at least one service type port";
126 errMsg : string = "Component must have at least one service type port";>>;
127
128 }
129 // *** Below is the single connector type***
130
131 Connector Type ConnTWS = {
132 // These connectors are currently prevented from providing multicast facilities,
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133 // a multicast can only be acchieved by explicitly instantiating multiple
134 // connectors
135 invariant size(self.roles) == 2
136 <<label : string = "A connector of this type must have 2 roles";
137 errMsg : string = "This connector must have exactly two roles";>>;
138
139 // Rule checking for at least one common end point protocol pair
140 invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
141 Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
142 Forall p1 : PortTWSCommon in r1.attachedPorts |
143 Forall p2 : PortTWSCommon in r2.attachedPorts |
144 (r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p1) AND attached(r2, p2)) ->
145 size(intersection(p1.EndPointList, p2.EndPointList)) > 0
146 <<label : string = "Ports have a matching Transport / Encoding pair";
147 errMsg : string = "No matching pair of endpoint protocols";>>;
148
149 // Part 1 of 2 of message passing rules : heuristic that flags a connection
150 // where only a partial match of message patterns is made, this is to warn that
151 // the calling services behaviour should be restricted to that compatible with
152 // the called service.
153 heuristic Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
154 Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
155 Forall p1 : PortTWSCommon in r1.attachedPorts |
156 Forall p2 : PortTWSCommon in r2.attachedPorts |
157 (r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p1) AND attached(r2, p2)) ->
158 (!
159 (
160 (p1.InOurControlDomain == Yes
161 AND
162 (!(isSubset(p1.MessageExchangePatterns, p2.MessageExchangePatterns)))
163 AND
164 isSubset(p2.MessageExchangePatterns, p1.MessageExchangePatterns)
165 )
166 OR
167 (p2.InOurControlDomain == Yes
168 AND
169 (!(isSubset(p2.MessageExchangePatterns, p1.MessageExchangePatterns)))
170 AND
171 isSubset(p1.MessageExchangePatterns, p2.MessageExchangePatterns)
172 )
173 )
174 )
175 <<label : string = "Check for a full match";
176 errMsg : string = "Services partialy compatible,
177 behaviour of one service should be constrained!";>>;
178
179 // part 2 of 2 of message passing rules : invariant checking that there is
180 // either a partial or full match of the message patterns between the connected
181 // ports, otherwise raises an error highlighting incompatible ports.
182 invariant Forall r1 : role in self.roles |
183 Forall r2 : role in self.roles |
184 Forall p1 : PortTWSCommon in r1.attachedPorts |
185 Forall p2 : PortTWSCommon in r2.attachedPorts |
186 (r1 != r2 AND attached(r1, p1) AND attached(r2, p2)) ->
187 (p2.MessageExchangePatterns == p1.MessageExchangePatterns)
188 OR
189 ( p1.InOurControlDomain == Yes
190 AND
191 (!(isSubset(p1.MessageExchangePatterns, p2.MessageExchangePatterns)))
192 AND
193 (isSubset(p2.MessageExchangePatterns, p1.MessageExchangePatterns))
194 )
195 OR
196 ( p2.InOurControlDomain == Yes
197 AND
198 (!(isSubset(p2.MessageExchangePatterns, p1.MessageExchangePatterns)))
199 AND
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200 (isSubset(p1.MessageExchangePatterns, p2.MessageExchangePatterns))
201 )
202 <<label : string = "Check for a partial match";
203 errMsg : string = "Message exchange patterns or message signatures
204 do not match";>>;
205
206 invariant Exists r : role in self.roles |
207 Forall p : PortTWSCommon in r.attachedPorts |
208 attached(r, p) -> p.SendsFirstMessage == Yes
209 <<label : string = "One port expects to send the first message";
210 errMsg : string = "Neither port expects to send the first message";>>;
211
212 invariant Exists r : role in self.roles |
213 Forall p : PortTWSCommon in r.attachedPorts |
214 attached(r, p) -> p.SendsFirstMessage == No
215 <<label : string = "One port is listening for the first message";
216 errMsg : string = "Neither port is listening for the first message";>>;
217
218 }
219
220 // *** Below are the port types***
221
222 Port Type PortTWSCommon = {
223 // Property that holds the "wire" protocols, i.e. transport and encoding
224 // protolcol pairs that this port supports
225 Property EndPointList : EndPoints;
226
227 invariant size(EndPointList) > 0
228 <<label : string = "Endpoint list is populated";
229 errMsg : string = "Endpoint list must be populated";>>;
230
231 // Property that determines if this port is within "our" domain of control and
232 // "we" may be able to alter its behaviour
233 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean
234 <<label : string = "InOurControlDomain is populated";
235 errMsg : string = "InOurControlDomain must be populated"; >>;
236
237 invariant SendsFirstMessage == Yes OR SendsFirstMessage == No
238 <<label : string = "In our control domain property is populated";
239 errMsg : string = "In Our Control Domain property must be populated";>>;
240
241 // placeholder for the message exchange pattern data, with a rule checking
242 // that it is populated
243 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns;
244
245 invariant size(MessageExchangePatterns) > 0
246 <<label : string = "Message exchange pattern is populated";
247 errMsg : string = "Message exchange pattern must be populated";>>;
248
249 // does this port send the first message in an exchange or does it wait for the
250 // first message to come in, followed by a rule checking it is populated
251 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean;
252
253 invariant SendsFirstMessage == Yes OR SendsFirstMessage == No
254 <<label : string = "Sends first message property is populated";
255 errMsg : string = "Sends First Message property must be populated";>>;
256
257 }
258
259
260 Port Type PortTWSClient extends PortTWSCommon with {
261 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
262
263 }
264
265
266 Port Type PortTWSService extends PortTWSCommon with {
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Figure 1: ACME version 2.2.9b interface, with the key elements highlighted.
267 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
268
269 // holds the list of endpoint addresses of this port
270 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses;
271
272 // rule check the End point address list is populated
273 invariant size(EndPointAddressList) > 0
274 <<label : string = "Endpoint address list is populated";
275 errMsg : string = "Endpoint address list must be populated";>>;
276
277 // rule check there are as many end point addresses as there are end points
278 invariant size(EndPointAddressList) == size(EndPointList)
279 <<label : string = "Number EndPoint addresses = number of EndPoint protocol pairs";
280 errMsg : string = "Must be one End Point Address for each End Point protocol pair";>>;
281
282 // placeholder for the WSDL document references, with a rule checking each port
283 // is referenced by at least one doc
284 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs;
285
286 invariant size(WsdlDocRefs) > 0
287 <<label : string = "WSDL reference list is populated";
288 errMsg : string = "WSDL reference list should be populated";>>;
289 }
290 }
3 Sample Instantiation
3.1 Creating an Instance of the Web Service Based Architectural Style
Once our web service based architectural style has been described using ACME & Armani, it is straight
forward to use ACME Studio, Figure 1, to create instance architectures of that style. When a new system file
is created in ACME Studio the architect is asked via a wizard, which of the architectural styles currently
known to ACME Studio should be applied to that system. Subsequently, all elements depicted in the
Element Palette correspond to the elements defined in the style description. All an architect needs to do is
drag and drop elements from the palette into the System View. Upon selecting an individual element in the
system view, it is possible to then populate its properties in the Element View.
Any analysis included in the chosen architectural style is run automatically by ACME Studio whenever
a change is made to the elements or attachments in the system. The architect is then free to manipulate
the system to meet its requirements and only needs to consider the analysis when one or more of the rules
in the style are broken. When this happens ACME Studio displays a red warning triangle over each and
every component and connector in which a problem has been found. The architect can then select each
highlighted element in turn and find which rules have been broken by examining the rules section of the
element view.
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3.2 A Scenario and ACME Description
We now present a sample instantiation of a system using this web service style. Our scenario focuses on
describing a satellite navigation system based upon existing services but with some additional and, we
believe, desirable functionality.
Scenario
The service being developed consists of two separate software components the satellite navigation provider
(SNP), which is centralised at some data centre and an in car navigation unit (NU). The NU unit has the
usual functionality of selecting a route from the current location to a specified address, but it can also
delegate route calculation back to the systems at SNP via web service connections over a General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) 4 connection. The routes calculated can then take into account the latest traffic
reports and road works, leading to a potentially much better route choice. The central SNP systems can
also update the route provided to individual NUs if there is a relevant traffic situation change. This is done
by querying the current location of the vehicle and sending a new route plan if appropriate. UML sequence
diagrams showing the interactions involved in the initial request for a route and then for a route update are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
:Nav. Unit :Sat. Nav. Provider: av. nit :Sat. av. Provider
routeCriteria
pathData
Figure 2: Sequence of events involved to request a route.
:Nav. Unit :Sat. Nav. Provider: av. nit :Sat. av. Provider
reqStatAndLoc
statAndLoc
newPathData
Figure 3: Sequence diagram showing a route update being sent to a navigation unit.
A second addition to the normal satellite navigation functionality is that SNP will contact and direct
recovery services to the vehicle if a breakdown is signalled. To enhance the service provided, the NU unit
can obtain some diagnostic information from the vehicles engine management unit (if available) so the
recovery service can respond to the situation in the most appropriate way. The information is obtained
from the engine management unit using web service protocols and is assumed to consist of raw sensors’
information. Thus, we also include a service provided by the car manufacturers where by they will decode
and collate the sensors’ data and return a plain text diagnostic. The diagnostic, vehicle location and pas-
senger status is passed to a number of recovery services, which return their assistance offers, consisting of
estimated time of arrival (ETA), cost and details such as if they intend to attempt to repair on site or just
to tow away. The user can then select which of the service offers to accept. Additionally, the recovery
4http://www.gsmworld.com/technology/gprs/index.shtml or for the specification detail see http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-
info/0260.htm.
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Figure 4: The system described by the scenario, screen grabbed from ACME Studio
services may need to alter their ETA as a result of other breakdowns that have a higher priority, such as a
lone female driver at night, in which case the new details of the recovery can be sent to the NU unit.
In Figure 4 we see the the topology of our system consisting of components to represent SNP and NU,
as well as example external services: two recovery services (RS1 & RS2), two car manufacturers (CM1
& CM2) and a selection of their engines with their corresponding management units (CM1E1, CM1E2 &
CM2E1). These have been described within our ACME Studio environment based on our Web Services
style description.
A sequence diagram illustrating a request for assistance is shown in Figure 5. The two rescue services
differ in the way they update recovery offers, RS1 simply sends the new recovery details to the customer and
expects no reply, while RS2 sends the new details and expects a confirmation that these are still acceptable.
These two interactions are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
ACME description
We will now walk through the ACME description of the system, generated by ACME Studio, in the order
it appears in the .acme file. Where a previously unseen construct, such as a component or new property
description, appears we will give a description of that item, elsewhere we will just give a brief overview of
the elements.
Lines 1 and 2 form the file header define the system’s name within ACME Studio and also declare any
architectural styles (families in ACME parlance) to import and apply. With the file header in place ACME
then allows the description of the actual elements and attachments that make up the system.
The order of components and connectors is not important in the description of a system and in this
case the first component, the SNP is declared in lines 3 – 220. The component is instantiated on line 3,
with its first port instantiated on line 4. Both instantiations include a new <type> extended with
statement, without which the element will be ignored by the Armani rule parser. This correct syntax is
added when an element is added using the drag and drop interface.
The port is a service type and has a number of properties, lines 5-7 declare the EndPointList
property which is of the EndPoints type. This type is a set of records. A set is represented by a pair of
braces { ... } surrounding a comma separated list of elements. The record data type can be identified by its
surrounding brackets [ ... ] with each field name and value pair separated by a semi colon.
Line 8 declares that this port forms part of the service interface provided by this component as shown by
the value Service in the enumerated type Interfaces. Line 9 holds the set of strings which represent
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:CM1E1 :Nav. Unit :Sat. Nav. Provider :RS1 :RS2 :CM1: 1 1 : av. nit :Sat. av. Provider : S1 : S2 : 1
requestData
rawData
requestAssistance
rawVehicleData
diagnosticInformation
requestAssistance
assistanceOffers
requestAssistance
assistanceOffers
assistanceOffers
assistancechoice
confirmOffer
offerConfirmation
confirmOffer
offerConfirmation
assistanceConfirm.
Figure 5: Sequence diagram showing a request for assistance where both rescue services make an offer
of assistance but the navigation unit user chooses to use rescue service 1 (RS1). The “confirmOffer”
above refers to the messages sent to the rescue services to tell them if their service is required or not, the
above sequence does not represent an attempt use both services simultaneously.
:Nav. Unit :Sat. Nav. Provider :RS1: av. nit :Sat. av. Provider : S1
updateOffer
updateOffer
Figure 6: Sequence diagram showing the messages passed from RS1 to SNP to NU informing the user of
a change to the assistance offer. RS1 assumes that the updated offer will be accepted and so expects no
response.
the network addresses of this actual port, in this case there is only one.
Two properties which make use of the SafeBoolean type appear next, line 10 informs whether this
port expects to send the first message in an exchange and line 11 states if it is in our domain of control or
not.
Line 12 holds another set of strings, this time listing the URLs of any WSDL5 documents which de-
scribe this port.
Finally in the port definition, lines 13 – 21 describe the message exchange pattern expected. The
5http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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:Nav. Unit :Sat. Nav. Provider :RS2: av. nit :Sat. av. Provider : S2
updateOffer
updateOffer
isUpdateAccepted
isUpdateAccepted
Figure 7: Sequence diagram showing the calls between RS2, SNP and NU when RS2 needs to update the
offer of assistance. RS2, unlike RS1 does not assume that the new offer will be accepted and so expects a
response.
message exchange pattern consists of a set of sequences of records. A sequence consists of a less than
symbol < followed by a comma separated sequence of elements which is closed by a greater than symbol
>. This particular example describes a request response pattern which has two acceptable sequences of
messages.
• routeCriteria received followed by pathData sent or;
• routeCriteria received followed by fault sent.
With this brief overview of the constructs and syntax of the components and ports complete we can
now give a more general description of the architectural elements themselves.
The port described above along with the two following two ports, lines 24 – 42 and 44 – 56, describe
the interface SNP offers for NU to get and update the route data required for a journey. Following these are
the three ports SNP offers to NU to request assistance in the event of a breakdown. The first (lines 58 – 76)
is used to make the initial request for offers of assistance, the second (lines 78 – 96) allows the user to state
which offer they wish to accept and the third port (lines 98 – 116) is used if the rescue service requires to
update the details of an accepted offer.
The following ports are all part of the client interface required by SNP. The first four relate to the
acquisition and eventual committal to offers of roadside assistance on behalf of a user of NU. The first port
(118 – 134) describes the port that requests an offer from a rescue service while the second (136 – 152)
is used to confirm with the service if an offer is accepted or not. The next two ports are both used by the
rescue services to send updated offer information, there are two of them however to allow for the different
protocols employed by the services, as shown previously in Figures 6 and 7. In lines 154 – 164 we see the
port compatible with RS1 and in lines 166 – 182 we see the port compatible with RS2.
Finally in the SNP component we have the two ports which send the raw engine management data to
the car manufacturers and get the diagnostic information back. Again we see that two ports are needed as
while CM1 only requires the raw engine management data to send a report, CM2 also requires the vehicle
chassis number to be sent. These ports can be found at lines 184 – 200 and 202 – 218 respectively.
Next we come to the definition of the NU component between lines 222 – 345. The first three ports,
lines 223 – 271, are concerned with obtaining and maintaining route data, these match up with the related
ports on SNP. The remaining four ports are used when a breakdown occurs and assistance is needed. The
first of these, lines 271 – 289, requests the status data from the engine management system for the purposes
of getting a diagnostic report from the car manufacturer. The final three ports, 291 – 343 are the ports that
connect to the appropriate ports on SNP to facilitate the request for assistance.
Lines 347 – 414 include the descriptions of the three different engine management components that the
NU may connect to, depending on which vehicle it is installed in. These descriptions are almost identical
with one exception, the end point protocols utilised by 1E2 differ from the other two in that it uses SOAP
1.2 as opposed to SOAP 1.1. This is reflected in the end point protocols acceptable to the relevant port on
NU that has entries for both versions (lines 273 – 277).
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Next we see the two components representing the car manufacturers, lines 416 – 460. These, as with
the engine management components above, are almost identical but this time the difference between them
is captured by the syntax tokens included in the message exchange patterns (i.e. lines 427 and 450). These
are more fundamental differences and so they are paired up with specialised ports on SNP in the composed
system.
Finally we arrive at the descriptions of the two rescue service components included in the scenario,
lines 462 – 517 and 519 – 580 respectively. They are again identical in most respects, but they differ in
their expected interactions, i.e. their message exchange patterns, when sending an update to previously
accepted assistance offers. The differing message exchange patterns, which can been seen in lines 512 –
515 and 569 – 578, required the creation of two specialised ports on the component SNP as previously
discussed.
Lines 582 - 587 show the instantiation of the first connector in this system. The connectors in this style
are not required to have explicit properties of their own, so this connector is bare with the exception of
the instantiation of the two default roles on lines 583 and 585. After the connector is instantiated its roles
are the attached to the required ports on lines 589 and 590, it is at this point that the actual topology of
the system begins to take shape. The remainder of the description contains similar examples of connector
creation and attachment to form the complete system already shown in Figure 4.
1 import $AS_PROJECT_PATH\families\ws_minimal_3.acme;
2 System SatNavScenario : ws_minimal_3 = new ws_minimal_3 extended with {
3 Component SNP : CompTWSIntermediary = new CompTWSIntermediary extended with {
4 Port calcRoute : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
5 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
6 Transport = HTTP1_0;
7 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
8 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
9 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/calcRoute"};
10 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
11 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
12 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
13 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
14 ST = "routeCriteria";
15 DT = "out" ], [
16 ST = "pathData";
17 DT = "in" ] >, < [
18 ST = "routeCriteria";
19 DT = "out" ], [
20 ST = "fault";
21 DT = "in" ] >};
22 };
23
24 Port checkStatus : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
25 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
26 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
27 Transport = HTTP1_0;
28 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
29 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/statusRequest"};
30 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
31 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
32 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
33 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
34 ST = "requestStatusAndLocation";
35 DT = "out" ], [
36 ST = "statusAndLocation";
37 DT = "in" ] >, < [
38 ST = "requestStatusAndLocation";
39 DT = "out" ], [
40 ST = "fault";
41 DT = "in" ] >};
42 };
43
44 Port updateRoute : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
45 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
46 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
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47 Transport = HTTP1_0;
48 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
49 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/updateRoute"};
50 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
51 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
52 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
53 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
54 ST = "newPathData";
55 DT = "out" ] >};
56 };
57
58 Port requestAssistance : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
59 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
60 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
61 Transport = HTTP1_0;
62 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
63 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/requestAssistance"};
64 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
65 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
66 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
67 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
68 ST = "requestAssistance";
69 DT = "out" ], [
70 ST = "assistanceOffers";
71 DT = "in" ] >, < [
72 ST = "requestAssistance";
73 DT = "out" ], [
74 ST = "fault";
75 DT = "in" ] >};
76 };
77
78 Port assistanceChoice : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
79 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
80 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
81 Transport = HTTP1_0;
82 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
83 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/assistanceChoice"};
84 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
85 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
86 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
87 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
88 ST = "assistanceChoice";
89 DT = "out" ], [
90 ST = "assistanceConfirmation";
91 DT = "in" ] >, < [
92 ST = "assistanceChoice";
93 DT = "out" ], [
94 ST = "fault";
95 DT = "in" ] >};
96 };
97
98 Port assistanceUpdate : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
99 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
100 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
101 Transport = HTTP1_0;
102 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
103 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"snp.com/assistanceUpdate"};
104 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
105 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
106 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.snp.com"};
107 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
108 ST = "updateOffer";
109 DT = "out" ], [
110 ST = "isUpdateAccepted";
111 DT = "in" ] >, < [
112 ST = "updateOffer";
113 DT = "out" ], [
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114 ST = "fault";
115 DT = "in" ] >};
116 };
117
118 Port requestOffer : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
119 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
120 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
121 Transport = HTTP1_0;
122 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
123 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
124 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
125 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
126 ST = "requestAssistance";
127 DT = "out" ], [
128 ST = "assistanceOffers";
129 DT = "in" ] >, < [
130 ST = "requestAssistance";
131 DT = "out" ], [
132 ST = "fault";
133 DT = "in" ] >};
134 };
135
136 Port confirmOffer : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
137 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
138 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
139 Transport = HTTP1_0;
140 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
141 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
142 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
143 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
144 ST = "confirmOffer";
145 DT = "out" ], [
146 ST = "offerConfirmation";
147 DT = "in" ] >, < [
148 ST = "confirmOffer";
149 DT = "out" ], [
150 ST = "fault";
151 DT = "in" ] >};
152 };
153
154 Port updateOffer : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
155 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
156 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
157 Transport = HTTP1_0;
158 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
159 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
160 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
161 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
162 ST = "updateOffer";
163 DT = "out" ] >};
164 };
165
166 Port updateOffer2 : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
167 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
168 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
169 Transport = HTTP1_0;
170 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
171 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
172 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
173 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
174 ST = "updateOffer";
175 DT = "out" ], [
176 ST = "isUpdateAccepted";
177 DT = "in" ] >, < [
178 ST = "updateOffer";
179 DT = "out" ], [
180 ST = "fault";
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181 DT = "in" ] >};
182 };
183
184 Port requestDiagnostic : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
185 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
186 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
187 Transport = HTTP1_0;
188 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
189 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
190 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
191 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
192 ST = "rawVehicleData";
193 DT = "out" ], [
194 ST = "diagnosticInformation";
195 DT = "in" ] >, < [
196 ST = "rawVehicleData";
197 DT = "out" ], [
198 ST = "fault";
199 DT = "in" ] >};
200 };
201
202 Port requestDiagnostic2 : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
203 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
204 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
205 Transport = HTTP1_0;
206 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
207 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
208 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
209 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
210 ST = "rawVehicleDataAndChassisNumber";
211 DT = "out" ], [
212 ST = "diagnosticInformation";
213 DT = "in" ] >, < [
214 ST = "rawVehicleDataAndChassisNumber";
215 DT = "out" ], [
216 ST = "fault";
217 DT = "in" ] >};
218 };
219
220 };
221
222 Component NU : CompTWSClient = new CompTWSClient extended with {
223 Port getRoute : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
224 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
225 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
226 Transport = HTTP1_0;
227 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
228 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
229 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
230 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
231 ST = "routeCriteria";
232 DT = "out" ], [
233 ST = "pathData";
234 DT = "in" ] >, < [
235 ST = "routeCriteria";
236 DT = "out" ], [
237 ST = "fault";
238 DT = "in" ] >};
239 };
240
241 Port checkStatus : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
242 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
243 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
244 Transport = HTTP1_0;
245 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
246 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
247 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
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248 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
249 ST = "requestStatusAndLocation";
250 DT = "out" ], [
251 ST = "statusAndLocation";
252 DT = "in" ] >, < [
253 ST = "requestStatusAndLocation";
254 DT = "out" ], [
255 ST = "fault";
256 DT = "in" ] >};
257 };
258
259 Port updateRoute : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
260 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
261 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
262 Transport = HTTP1_0;
263 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
264 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
265 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
266 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
267 ST = "newPathData";
268 DT = "out" ] >};
269 };
270
271 Port getEngineData : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
272 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
273 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
274 Transport = HTTP1_0;
275 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ], [
276 Transport = HTTP1_0;
277 Encoding = SOAP1_2 ]};
278 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
279 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
280 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
281 ST = "requestData";
282 DT = "out" ], [
283 ST = "rawData";
284 DT = "in" ] >, < [
285 ST = "requestData";
286 DT = "out" ], [
287 ST = "fault";
288 DT = "in" ] >};
289 };
290
291 Port requestAssistance : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
292 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
293 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
294 Transport = HTTP1_0;
295 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
296 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
297 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
298 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
299 ST = "requestAssistance";
300 DT = "out" ], [
301 ST = "assistanceOffers";
302 DT = "in" ] >, < [
303 ST = "requestAssistance";
304 DT = "out" ], [
305 ST = "fault";
306 DT = "in" ] >};
307 };
308
309 Port assistanceChoice : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
310 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
311 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
312 Transport = HTTP1_0;
313 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
314 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = Yes;
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315 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
316 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
317 ST = "assistanceChoice";
318 DT = "out" ], [
319 ST = "assistanceConfirmation";
320 DT = "in" ] >, < [
321 ST = "assistanceChoice";
322 DT = "out" ], [
323 ST = "fault";
324 DT = "in" ] >};
325 };
326
327 Port assistanceUpdate : PortTWSClient = new PortTWSClient extended with {
328 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Client;
329 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
330 Transport = HTTP1_0;
331 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
332 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
333 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = Yes;
334 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
335 ST = "updateOffer";
336 DT = "out" ], [
337 ST = "isUpdateAccepted";
338 DT = "in" ] >, < [
339 ST = "updateOffer";
340 DT = "out" ], [
341 ST = "fault";
342 DT = "in" ] >};
343 };
344
345 };
346
347 Component CM1E1 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
348 Port engineData : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
349 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
350 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
351 Transport = HTTP1_0;
352 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
353 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"192.168.0.1/vehicleData"};
354 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
355 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
356 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://192.168.0.1/wsdl"};
357 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
358 ST = "requestData";
359 DT = "out" ], [
360 ST = "rawData";
361 DT = "in" ] >, < [
362 ST = "requestData";
363 DT = "out" ], [
364 ST = "fault";
365 DT = "in" ] >};
366 };
367
368 };
369
370 Component CM1E2 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
371 Port engineData : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
372 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
373 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
374 Transport = HTTP1_0;
375 Encoding = SOAP1_2 ]};
376 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"192.168.0.1/vehicleData"};
377 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
378 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
379 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://192.168.0.1/wsdl"};
380 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
381 ST = "requestData";
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382 DT = "out" ], [
383 ST = "rawData";
384 DT = "in" ] >, < [
385 ST = "requestData";
386 DT = "out" ], [
387 ST = "fault";
388 DT = "in" ] >};
389 };
390
391 };
392
393 Component CM2E1 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
394 Port engineData : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
395 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
396 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
397 Transport = HTTP1_0;
398 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
399 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"192.168.0.1/vehicleData"};
400 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
401 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
402 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://192.168.0.1/wsdl"};
403 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
404 ST = "requestData";
405 DT = "out" ], [
406 ST = "rawData";
407 DT = "in" ] >, < [
408 ST = "requestData";
409 DT = "out" ], [
410 ST = "fault";
411 DT = "in" ] >};
412 };
413
414 };
415
416 Component CM1 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
417 Port requestDiagnostic : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
418 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
419 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
420 Transport = HTTP1_0;
421 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
422 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"cm1.com/getDiagnostic"};
423 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
424 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
425 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.cm1.com"};
426 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
427 ST = "rawVehicleData";
428 DT = "out" ], [
429 ST = "diagnosticInformation";
430 DT = "in" ] >, < [
431 ST = "rawVehicleData";
432 DT = "out" ], [
433 ST = "fault";
434 DT = "in" ] >};
435 };
436
437 };
438
439 Component CM2 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
440 Port requestDiagnostic : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
441 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
442 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
443 Transport = HTTP1_0;
444 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
445 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"cm2.com/getDiagnostic"};
446 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
447 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
448 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.cm2.com"};
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449 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
450 ST = "rawVehicleDataAndChassisNumber";
451 DT = "out" ], [
452 ST = "diagnosticInformation";
453 DT = "in" ] >, < [
454 ST = "rawVehicleDataAndChassisNumber";
455 DT = "out" ], [
456 ST = "fault";
457 DT = "in" ] >};
458 };
459
460 };
461
462 Component RS1 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
463 Port requestOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
464 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
465 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
466 Transport = HTTP1_0;
467 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
468 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
469 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs1.com/requestOffer"};
470 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs1.com"};
471 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
472 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
473 ST = "requestAssistance";
474 DT = "out" ], [
475 ST = "assistanceOffers";
476 DT = "in" ] >, < [
477 ST = "requestAssistance";
478 DT = "out" ], [
479 ST = "fault";
480 DT = "in" ] >};
481 };
482
483 Port confirmOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
484 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
485 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
486 Transport = HTTP1_0;
487 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
488 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
489 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs1.com/confirmOffer"};
490 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs1.com"};
491 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
492 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
493 ST = "confirmOffer";
494 DT = "out" ], [
495 ST = "offerConfirmation";
496 DT = "in" ] >, < [
497 ST = "confirmOffer";
498 DT = "out" ], [
499 ST = "fault";
500 DT = "in" ] >};
501 };
502
503 Port updateOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
504 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
505 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
506 Transport = HTTP1_0;
507 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
508 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
509 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs1.com/updateOffer"};
510 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs1.com"};
511 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
512 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
513 ST = "updateOffer";
514 DT = "out" ] >};
515 };
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516
517 };
518
519 Component RS2 : CompTWSService = new CompTWSService extended with {
520 Port requestOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
521 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
522 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
523 Transport = HTTP1_0;
524 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
525 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
526 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs2.com/requestOffer"};
527 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs2.com"};
528 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
529 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
530 ST = "requestAssistance";
531 DT = "out" ], [
532 ST = "assistanceOffers";
533 DT = "in" ] >, < [
534 ST = "requestAssistance";
535 DT = "out" ], [
536 ST = "fault";
537 DT = "in" ] >};
538 };
539
540 Port confirmOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
541 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
542 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
543 Transport = HTTP1_0;
544 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
545 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
546 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs2.com/confirmOffer"};
547 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs2.com"};
548 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
549 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
550 ST = "confirmOffer";
551 DT = "out" ], [
552 ST = "offerConfirmation";
553 DT = "in" ] >, < [
554 ST = "confirmOffer";
555 DT = "out" ], [
556 ST = "fault";
557 DT = "in" ] >};
558 };
559
560 Port updateOffer : PortTWSService = new PortTWSService extended with {
561 Property InInterface : Interfaces = Service;
562 Property EndPointList : EndPoints = {[
563 Transport = HTTP1_0;
564 Encoding = SOAP1_1 ]};
565 Property SendsFirstMessage : SafeBoolean = No;
566 Property EndPointAddressList : EndPointAddresses = {"rs2.com/updateOffer"};
567 Property WsdlDocRefs : WsdlDocs = {"http://wsdl.rs2.com"};
568 Property InOurControlDomain : SafeBoolean = No;
569 Property MessageExchangePatterns : messagePatterns = {< [
570 ST = "updateOffer";
571 DT = "out" ], [
572 ST = "isUpdateAccepted";
573 DT = "in" ] >, < [
574 ST = "updateOffer";
575 DT = "out" ], [
576 ST = "fault";
577 DT = "in" ] >};
578 };
579
580 };
581
582 Connector ConnTWS0 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
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583 Role r1;
584
585 Role r2;
586
587 };
588
589 Attachment NU.getEngineData to ConnTWS0.r1;
590 Attachment CM1E1.engineData to ConnTWS0.r2;
591 Connector ConnTWS1 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
592 Role r1;
593
594 Role r2;
595
596 };
597
598 Attachment SNP.calcRoute to ConnTWS1.r1;
599 Attachment NU.getRoute to ConnTWS1.r2;
600 Connector ConnTWS2 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
601 Role r1;
602
603 Role r2;
604
605 };
606
607 Attachment SNP.updateRoute to ConnTWS2.r1;
608 Attachment NU.updateRoute to ConnTWS2.r2;
609 Connector ConnTWS3 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
610 Role r1;
611
612 Role r2;
613
614 };
615
616 Attachment SNP.requestAssistance to ConnTWS3.r1;
617 Attachment NU.requestAssistance to ConnTWS3.r2;
618 Connector ConnTWS4 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
619 Role r1;
620
621 Role r2;
622
623 };
624
625 Attachment SNP.assistanceChoice to ConnTWS4.r1;
626 Attachment NU.assistanceChoice to ConnTWS4.r2;
627 Connector ConnTWS5 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
628 Role r1;
629
630 Role r2;
631
632 };
633
634 Attachment SNP.assistanceUpdate to ConnTWS5.r1;
635 Attachment NU.assistanceUpdate to ConnTWS5.r2;
636 Connector ConnTWS6 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
637 Role r1;
638
639 Role r2;
640
641 };
642
643 Attachment RS1.requestOffer to ConnTWS6.r1;
644 Attachment SNP.requestOffer to ConnTWS6.r2;
645 Connector ConnTWS7 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
646 Role r1;
647
648 Role r2;
649
22
650 };
651
652 Attachment RS1.confirmOffer to ConnTWS7.r1;
653 Attachment SNP.confirmOffer to ConnTWS7.r2;
654 Connector ConnTWS8 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
655 Role r1;
656
657 Role r2;
658
659 };
660
661 Attachment RS1.updateOffer to ConnTWS8.r1;
662 Attachment SNP.updateOffer to ConnTWS8.r2;
663 Connector ConnTWS9 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
664 Role r1;
665
666 Role r2;
667
668 };
669
670 Attachment CM1.requestDiagnostic to ConnTWS9.r1;
671 Attachment SNP.requestDiagnostic to ConnTWS9.r2;
672 Connector ConnTWS10 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
673 Role r1;
674
675 Role r2;
676
677 };
678
679 Attachment SNP.requestDiagnostic2 to ConnTWS10.r2;
680 Attachment CM2.requestDiagnostic to ConnTWS10.r1;
681 Connector ConnTWS11 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
682 Role r1;
683
684 Role r2;
685
686 };
687
688 Attachment SNP.requestOffer to ConnTWS11.r2;
689 Attachment RS2.requestOffer to ConnTWS11.r1;
690 Connector ConnTWS12 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
691 Role r1;
692
693 Role r2;
694
695 };
696
697 Attachment SNP.confirmOffer to ConnTWS12.r2;
698 Attachment RS2.confirmOffer to ConnTWS12.r1;
699 Connector ConnTWS13 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
700 Role r1;
701
702 Role r2;
703
704 };
705
706 Attachment SNP.updateOffer2 to ConnTWS13.r1;
707 Attachment RS2.updateOffer to ConnTWS13.r2;
708 Connector ConnTWS14 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
709 Role r1;
710
711 Role r2;
712
713 };
714
715 Attachment CM1E2.engineData to ConnTWS14.r2;
716 Attachment NU.getEngineData to ConnTWS14.r1;
23
717 Connector ConnTWS15 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
718 Role r1;
719
720 Role r2;
721
722 };
723
724 Attachment CM2E1.engineData to ConnTWS15.r2;
725 Attachment NU.getEngineData to ConnTWS15.r1;
726 Connector ConnTWS16 : ConnTWS = new ConnTWS extended with {
727 Role r1;
728
729 Role r2;
730
731 };
732
733 Attachment NU.checkStatus to ConnTWS16.r2;
734 Attachment SNP.checkStatus to ConnTWS16.r1;
735 };
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